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A

B

B-plus

C

D

Item No. Location of Defect Surveyor Recommended Repair Area (m²) Category Drawing or specification reference Budget Cost Client Approval

1 W gutter Holmes Miller Existing lead 'gutter' flashing investigated to ensure it returns up wall behind 

cladding. If not, flashing to be removed and cladding panel temporarily removed to 

allow a Code 6 lead flashing to be installed. It will extend up wall by 150mm and 

taken up behind bottom 2 rows of slates.
A

COS 2.5g

2 Eastern ridge Holmes Miller Investigate preformed lead flashing to be applied to this complicated junction - in 

code 7

A

COS 2.5h

3 Slated roofs Holmes Miller Allow for carefully removing all damaged, missing and slipped slates and replacing 

with Siga 120 slates to a similar size. Allow for a total of 50 slates.

A

COS 2.2b

4 East elevation Holmes Miller Inspect walls and/or recent repair records to determine whether these areas have 

been coated in linostone or a breathable material. If linostone, this should be 

carefully removed and the substrate brushed back to a sound base. Upon inspection 

of substrate, this stone is to be either left as is, coated in ST.One lime-based stone 

repair mortar or indented.

Further investigation of faint joint lines to be carried out to determine extent of any 

repair.

Open joints to be cleaned out to a depth of at least 25mm and repointed using a lime-

based mortar.

A

COS 1.4.5

COS 1.5

5 East elevation Holmes Miller Remove algae using DOFF system. Determine source of water.
A

COS 1.1

6 East elevation Holmes Miller Fall arrest system to be re-tested on pitch facing Albion Street
A

COS 2.11

7 Roof Holmes Miller Existing system to be assessed by a lightning protection specialist
A

8 Junction of slate roof eaves and wide lead 

gutters

Holmes Miller Fit code 5 sacrificial lead flashing under bottom row of slates using terne-coated 

stainless steel clips. B
COS 2.5a

9 Pipe penetrations thro' slate roof Holmes Miller Fit lead slate piece (code 6) around pipe
A

COS 2.5c

Replacement within 20 years

Some deterioration - should last 20 years

Flashing at junction with wall

Replacement within 20 years unless immediate maintenance planned

Reviewer's Recommendation

Requiring immediate replacement/attention

Some deterioration - should last 20 years unless maintenance is carried out
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Extensive area (especially on top floor) of what looks like linostone.

Extensive areas on 1st and 2nd floors of joint lines being very faint.

Open joints at north end of east elevation.

There are damaged and slipped slates evident on the 4 pitches of roof

City Building

Ridge flashing doesn't meet cope flashing properly

Description of Defect

Possible water ingress

Discoloured stone above first floor cornice

ROOF 3A

Safe access

Lightning protection

Potential pitting of lead gutter


